
 

Dear Friends and Relatives,  
 

Following a trip to Hong Kong this month, I returned to Vancouver and met with a fairly heavy snowfall.  Three days later, I flew 

to Regina for Christmas.  It can be said that I have slid into a world of snow in a gradual manner. Today is December 23rd, six 

o'clock in the morning and half awake with jet lag, I decided to take advantage of the quiet moment to write this annual letter, 

while the two younger generations are still asleep.  
 

The cliché that time flies like an arrow is indeed true.  My youngest grandchild, baby Andyn, has grown up to be a toddler who can 

run around and play on his own.   Avaya, his sister, is now 3.5 years old.  She is energetic and quite a quick learner.  She loves 

dancing.  Their two cousins continue to do well in French immersion.  From school reports, young Izabela is showing good 

progress in her class work and is learning kung fu.  Both girls still play piano.  Hanne earned a gold medal by getting the highest 

mark for Grade 2 Piano in the province.  She continues to love competitive baton twirling.   
 

My 2017 has been a quiet and healthy one.  In the Spring, I re-visited the heritage site of old Quebec City.  The winter scene of the 

Montmorency Waterfall is just as spectacular as its summer view.  It appears like a white ice curtain behind which raging water 

rushes down a 90-meter precipice.    In April, I then went to London, England.  It has been 20 years since my last visit. Of all the 

landmarks I strolled through, the nearby city of Greenwich stands out as one that is worth visiting.   The Nautical Clock invention, 

the Marine Museum’s display of the British Empire’s ocean domination in the 17th century, its colonial expansion, and the harsh 

criticisms posted by today’s youth against the acts of the Empire left a deep impression on me.  
 

In November, I visited relatives and friends in Hong Kong.  Altogether, I had the opportunity to meet more than 20 classmates, 

senior and junior relatives, and many good friends.  What I appreciated most was that they not only allowed me to connect with 

how they are doing now, but that they were willing to openly share their recent challenges.   
 

On this trip, I was notably impressed by a few places I had never visited before.  These included: 

- the Jao Tsung-I Academy - revitalized from a previous prison and psychiatric hospital, the centre honours the still-living 100-year 

old world-renowned sinologist and scholar by showcasing his many accomplishments. 
 

- Lam Tsuen Da Jiu Festival - an almost 300-year old tradition where every 10 years, the New Territories Lam Tsuen villagers and 

overseas homecomers worship and thank their deities with a huge celebration.  I was lucky enough to be amongst the 10,000 

visitors on that day. 
 

- PMQ Yuan Chuang Fang – the former Quarters for Married Police on Hollywood Road in Sheung Wan was revitalized and 

turned into a landmark hub for design and creative industries with many studios and display spaces. 
 

- City Smarts 2.0 Exhibits in Central District Centre examines the breath-taking density and land supply in Hong Kong.  It explores 

the short term strategy of the urban renewal process and youth housing design, as well as the longer term ideas of optimizing city 

resources across time, space and people, including reclaiming land in outer areas in the next 50 years. 
 

- Lai Chi Kok Park Ling Nam Garden was built according to the Chinese southern architecture style, with a variety of corridors, a 

pond, rocks and walkways, arched entrances, pagoda-style resting places and landscaping. 

I will post photos of these colorful events and places on my web later. 
 

Upon returning, I received a short message from a good friend.  He mentioned, “In the past few weeks, after several class reunions, 

I suddenly found that time has reversed half a century to that period of joyful school life. I am really thankful.  I do not know if I 

am nostalgic? Hope to meet again soon.”  I can certainly echo his sentiment.  
 

When I was visiting the Shatin Cultural Centre, I saw a poem on the wall of a famous painter’s Exhibit.  It was composed by Monk 

Hui Kai in the Song Dynasty.  The Poem “The Four Seasons” says, 
 

            There’s the Autumn moon,  

            And  in Spring time, hundreds of flowers. 

            The Winter snow, and breezy Summer air. 

            If  in your heart, there’s not a single worry, 

            Any season will be the finest of hours.  
 

There is a striking parallel between the progression of the seasons and the stages of human life. 

We are just like a speck of dust in the boundless universe.  A certain amount of wisdom is required to enjoy the beauty of nature 

and appreciate the wonders of life.  Particularly at our age, a worry-free and leisurely attitude is the key for such comprehension. 
 

On that note, I hope this Christmas and New Year Season brings you the best moments with family and friends! 

 

 

Al 
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